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Where we’re heading
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Nicole
CPA client
since 2015

About Cerebral Palsy Alliance (CPA)
Cerebral palsy is a physical disability that
affects movement and posture. It’s
complex and almost always
accompanied by other conditions
that can be just as disabling.

Currently operating from more than 100
sites across NSW and ACT, with over 1,700
employees and 200 volunteers, CPA
proudly delivers world class services across
many areas of expertise:

Founded in 1945 to support children
with cerebral palsy, CPA was the first
organisation of its type in the world.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Since then, we have gained more than
70 years' experience in supporting
children and adults with cerebral palsy.
We have been able to leverage this
extraordinary expertise and insight to
enable us to support many people living
with other physical and neurological
conditions.

In Australia today, we’re
proud to provide services
to over 6,000 people living
with cerebral palsy and
other physical and
neurological disabilities.

Kerrie
CPA client since 2017

Early Childhood Intervention
Therapy
Health and Wellbeing
Everyday Living Support
Experiences and Life Coaching
Supported Accommodation
and Respite
• Supported Employment
CPA also:

• Has a dedicated Research Institute,
driving international research into the
prevention, treatment and cures for
cerebral palsy
• Is an established Registered Training
Organisation (RTO) delivering
comprehensive learning and
development programs
• Supports Australia’s first disabilityfocused accelerator program,
Remarkable, designed to accelerate
disability tech start-ups making a
difference for people with disability
• Supports the World CP Day committee
to lead World CP Day celebrations
globally on 6 October every year

Our Strategy

OUR VISION – THE FUTURE WE WANT

An inclusive society
for people with
cerebral palsy and
other neurological
disabilities, and
their families
OUR PURPOSE – WHY
WE EXIST AND FOR WHOM

To have a positive
impact on the lives
of people with
cerebral palsy

Our Values
The beliefs and behaviours
that matter most to us
Respect
We are empathic, put people
first and embrace diversity
Integrity
We are ethical, accountable
and deliver on our promise
Passion
We are inspired by challenges
and enthusiastic about the
future
Excellence
We strive to exceed expectations
Courage
We act bravely and with
conviction

Ronan
CPA client since 2015

Our Strategic Ambition:
the long-term goal

We remain committed to people
with cerebral palsy and their families.

17m

Estimated number of
people living with cerebral
palsy around the world

>37,000

Estimated number of
people living with cerebral
palsy in Australia

Our Ambition remains the same: to have a positive
impact on the lives of as many people with cerebral
palsy as we can through our services, information,
research, training and advocacy campaigns.

By 2022, we aim to expand our reach and impact,
positioning CPA as the leader in cerebral palsy
research and influence globally, and the provider
of world-class products and services.
In doing so, we’ll continue to strengthen our brand
and be known as the neuroplasticity experts.
To achieve our goal, we must grow in a financially sustainable
way. We’ll explore new markets and opportunities to diversify
our revenue streams so we can sustain our current business,
secure our future and have the ability to fund our discretionary
services and social impact priorities.

Our Strategic Objectives
Our key measures
of success

What we want to achieve

HOW MANY PEOPLE DID WE IMPACT?

Customer
Experience
To drive worldclass, high value,
whole of life
experiences for
our clients

Sustainable
Growth
To expand
our reach
to achieve
our strategic
ambition

Trusted Advisor
To become the
trusted advisor
to support and
empower our
clients

Research
To lead and
influence
discoveries in
prevention,
treatment and
cures of CP

Influence
To champion
for an inclusive
society

Annual measures of how many
people we impact through our
services, information, research,
training and advocacy

HOW WELL DID WE DO?

Annual measures of satisfaction
of our clients and other
key stakeholders

We will enable our strategy through...
DID WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE
OVER TIME?

Our People
To foster a collaborative,
capable and engaged workforce
that delivers great outcomes

Our Technology,
Systems & Processes
To digitally transform
how we deliver services
and the way we work

Our Fundraising
To support our strategic
objectives in research,
innovation and social
impact priorities

Annual reports of measurable
changes that help shape a more inclusive
society for people with cerebral palsy
and other neurological disabilities

Our Strategic Plan

Under our three strategic pillars – Our Clients, Research and Influence – are the five key objectives
and their associated priorities that will allow us to deliver on our strategy over the next three years.

OUR CLIENTS

Customer Experience
To drive world-class,
high value, whole of life
experiences for our clients

OUR RESEARCH

OUR INFLUENCE

Research
To lead and influence
discoveries in prevention,
treatment and cures of CP

Influence
To champion for
an inclusive society

Sustainable Growth
To expand our
reach to achieve our
strategic ambition

Trusted Advisor
To become the trusted
advisor to support and
empower our clients

OUR PRIORITIES

OUR PRIORITIES

OUR PRIORITY

OUR PRIORITIES

OUR PRIORITIES

To deliver a superior customer
experience that increases
value for our clients

To increase the reach of
our services in a financially
sustainable way, through
new locations, partners
and technology

To optimise our expertise
and grow the evidence-base
so we can support and
empower our clients

To foster a seamless research and
services organisation to align
treatment priorities and develop
a client/staff participation model

To drive our social impact
priorities to inspire and ensure
the human rights of people with
CP are realised

To make transformative
discoveries in the prevention,
treatment and cures of CP

To inspire hope, maintain trust
and help mobilise action among
communities and governments

To grow and sustain the support we
need to maximise research discoveries

To build internal and external
advocacy to affect meaningful
change for CP

To offer world-class, holistic
products and services that
create great outcomes
for our clients
To deliver a compelling
brand strategy that
positions CPA as the
neuroplasticity experts

To explore new markets
and opportunities to diversify
our revenue streams and
secure our future

To maximise consumer
engagement in research
To optimise big data to provide
a strong foundation for
research excellence

OUTCOME
We will drive worldclass, valued, whole
of life experiences
for our clients

OUTCOME
We will expand our
operations to support
more people with CP and
other neurological
disabilities

OUTCOME
We will be the trusted
source of quality information
and advice, empowering
our clients to understand
their disability and manage
their services

To develop and drive a coordinated,
proactive advocacy and policy
strategy, positioning CPA as a
trusted advisor and influencer

OUTCOME

OUTCOME

We will make,
publish and translate
transformative
discoveries for
people with CP

We will champion for
people living with CP to ensure
they’re afforded their right
to access, participate and
contribute to society

Our Enablers
OUR PEOPLE

OUR TECHNOLOGY, SYSTEMS & PROCESSES

OUR FUNDRAISING

To foster a collaborative, capable and engaged
workforce that delivers great outcomes

To digitally transform how we
deliver services and the way we work

To support our strategic objectives in
research, innovation and social impact

OUR PRIORITIES

OUR PRIORITIES

OUR PRIORITIES

To foster an innovative workplace and workforce

To enable and connect our customers

To expand our global fundraising

To optimise our workforce

To enable and connect our people

To develop transformational partnerships

To be a great place to learn and grow

To secure and optimise the value of our information

To increase supporter engagement and loyalty

To position CPA as an employer of choice

To future-proof our back office systems and technology

To enable strategic growth

OUTCOME

OUTCOME

We will be an employer
of choice that attracts and
retains high-performing,
capable employees who
want to make a
difference

We will use secure,
scalable, cloud-based
technology and new processes
to deliver great experiences
for clients, customers
and employees

OUTCOME
We will grow net
fundraising revenue

Questions? Get in touch:
Call us on 1300 888 378
Email us at ask@cerebralpalsy.org.au
Visit cerebralpalsy.org.au

